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VOLUME VII, NUMBER 4 (AUTUMN 2021)

Joan Holladay, Genealogy and the Politics of
Representation in the High and Late Middle Ages
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019), xxi + 386
pp.; 11 color plates and 143 black-and-white figures,
bibliography and index; $125 (hardback); ISBN: 978-1-10847018-6.
SHIRIN FOZI,
University of Pittsburgh

In this wide-ranging book, Joan Holladay tackles important questions concerning
lineage and legitimacy through a formidable array of medieval artworks, each one
examined with an eye to the transmission of political power across generations. Perhaps
the most familiar of the motifs it explores is the family tree, a form of genealogical
visualization that was widespread by the late Middle Ages, but the book’s arguments
extend beyond any singular type to address images of ancestors or forebears appearing
serially in a wide variety of contexts and media. Illuminated manuscripts, stained glass,
and monumental sculpture all figure prominently in the discussion, demonstrating the
ease with which artists and patrons reconfigured images of ancestors across a multitude
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of formats. Though the (invariably aristocratic) “family” is a central concern of the
book, it is not a limiting concept: genealogies of office are given equal weight to blood
ties, and used to great effect in showing how kings, bishops, and emperors pointed to
illustrious predecessors of many different kinds in order to leverage every possible
connection to their advantage.
The chapters are organized thematically, each focused on a distinct subset of case
studies and concerns. The introduction (1-52) lays out the book’s key arguments,
presents a succinct overview of ancient Mediterranean and early medieval genealogical
representations (6-8), and also features examinations of several notable manuscripts (3252) to make the point that individual artists, or particular codices, could present
multiple approaches to ancestry used in tandem to facilitate complementary functions.
This is followed by five chapters, each presenting a strikingly different body of material:
chapter 1 addresses monumental genealogical imagery in secular spaces (53-98); chapter
2 turns to English royal rolls (99-140); chapter 3 considers genealogical imagery
developed for bishops, specifically those who looked to capitalize on the power of the
kings and emperors that had been crowned in their cathedrals (141-96); chapter 4 is
focused on multi-generational programs of tomb sculpture (197-247); chapter 5
examines monastic manuscripts that feature lavish images of the founders and donors
who had supported institutions over time (248-285). The book concludes with a
fascinating coda about Maximilian I (286-295), demonstrating that many ideas
386
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formulated in the Middle Ages were still au courant on the cusp of the Reformation.
Taken together, these discussions shed light on a culture of genealogical interest that
was shared across a significant swath of medieval European aristocracy, from the ruling
dynasties of England, France, and especially Germany, to the ecclesiastical elite that
rubbed elbows with them, to the petty lords of smaller fiefs whose patronage made
them local celebrities of a sort, exalted in images that amplified their claims to prestige.
The book is packed with keen insights into pictorial and political strategies that
shaped medieval depictions of ancestors. Holladay deftly emphasizes the selectivity of
genealogical information that appears in virtually all of the chosen examples, revealing
the ways in which family trees could aggrandize or omit members whose legacies were
worthy of being championed or shunned, depending on their perceived statures.
Holladay pays careful attention to manipulations of time, along with the tensions
between fact, fantasy, and that elusive in-between space of mythical ancestors who
were not entirely invented from whole cloth, but whose thinly documented realities
were met with exuberant elaboration in the late Middle Ages. Among the most vivid
examples of this are the genealogies of the Plantagenet kings in Chapter 2, which were
traced back not only to early English legends, but also the Trojan War (117-21), and the
choir screen paintings of Cologne Cathedral, which connect the history of the venerable
diocese to Julius Caesar and Constantine, using rich biblical imagery to present a
pictorial pedigree for Cologne’s relics of the Three Kings and Pope Sylvester (161-78).
387
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What emerges from these case studies is an engaging anthology that invites renewed
attention to an admirably broad range of examples spanning from London to Prague
and drawn from the 11th through 14th centuries.
Given the wide-ranging nature of the inquiry and the seemingly endless
applications of its themes, it was a wise choice for the author to move thematically and
avoid a strictly chronological approach, or one that privileges geographic proximity
over conceptual resonance. At the same time, however, some of the organizational
choices are puzzling. Several chapters follow circuitous paths, like Chapter 3, which
begins with Cologne Cathedral (141-48), then shifts to Mainz (148-61), and circles back
to Cologne (161-78). Holladay is quite right to underscore tensions between the sites as
they vied for imperial attention, but a more linear organization might make it easier to
connect arguments separated by many pages (see 141-48, 161-62). Chapter 2, eschewing
chronology, begins with the Hedwig Codex from 1353 (100-106), then addresses Bodley
Rolls 3 from around 1300 (106-27), followed by English genealogical rolls from the
second half of the 13th century (127-37), returning to Bodley Rolls 3 (137-140), and
concluding with the 11th-century Bayeux Tapestry (140). I found this structure
somewhat confounding. The Hedwig Codex would have enhanced the discussion of the
very interesting manuscript from Zwettl (258-285), which is much closer in its contents
and cultural context than the English rolls, had it appeared in Chapter 5. Instead, the
section on Zwettl closes with speculation regarding an 18th-century copy of an entirely
388
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The family of Duke Berthold, Hedwig Codex (1353) Silesia, Poland. Getty MS Ludwig
XI 7 (83.MN.126) Photo: digital image courtesy of the Getty's Open Content Program.

lost codex from 1350, which is interesting in its own right, but could have been greatly
enriched through comparison with a contemporaneous manuscript from the same
cultural milieu, for which the Hedwig Codex would seem an obvious choice.
Along with a more conventional use of chronology, the book would have benefited
from clearer geographic groupings, or at least more cross-referencing between different
sections. The deep discussion of Frederick Barbarossa in Chapter 1 (54-65) is distant
from discussion of the Guelphs in Chapter 5 (249-52); likewise, the coronations
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of French queens in the Sainte Chapelle is addressed in relation to analogous practices
at Reims (179) but disconnected from discussions of the Sainte Chapelle in Chapter 1
(74-76). In contrast, the comparatively disciplined approach of Chapter 4, which begins
with the first tomb effigies in medieval Europe from around 1100 and progresses
smoothly to the 14th century with a focus on German monuments is one of the most
successful sections of the book. It is fascinating, for example, that Agnes of Meissen
appears among abbess effigies at Quedlinburg even as her family establishes their own
necropolis on the Petersberg near Halle, only 40 miles away (220-22). The point here is
hardly to insist on chronology and geography for its own sake, but rather to note that
the genealogical insights at the heart of the book emerge with greatest clarity when they
unfold in a linear, intuitive fashion.
Another interesting, but occasionally distracting feature of the book its reliance
on early modern evidence. Antiquarian prints and drawings appear in abundance;
archaeological findings from the 16th through 19th centuries are cited regularly and
frequently taken at word, as in the effort to unravel the iconography of the so-called
fastigium of Saint-Remi in Reims on the basis of an engraving published in 1717 (18789). Recourse to the rich antiquarian archive is amply warranted given the staggering
losses that took place amid early-modern upheavals, but a greater critical distance from
these sources would have helped clarify their significance. Indeed, the evidence from
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Effigies of the abbesses Adelheid I, Beatrix, and Adelheid II of Quedlinburg, crypt of the
abbey church of St. Servatius, Quedlinburg, c. 1120s. Photo: courtesy of the Archiv der
Bau- und Kunstdenkmalpflege, Landesamt für Denkmalpflege und Archäologie SachsenAnhalt, Halle.

the 17th and 18th centuries is so abundant that a chapter on antiquarian issues in their
own right would have been warranted. This may seem at first only obliquely related to
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the author’s priorities, which are firmly focused on the medieval past, and yet the
producers of the early prints were naturally catering to patrons and audiences of their
own, who likewise cared a great deal about genealogies, real or invented, personal or
institutional. It is indeed striking that it is precisely the genealogical materials – tombs
and other monuments inscribed with names and ancestries of medieval movers and
shakers – that drew the attention of scholars from the Enlightenment onward. An
appraisal of this material through a historiographic lens, rather than a straightforward
acceptance of its findings, would have been welcome. This point could also be extended
to scholarship from the 19th and 20th centuries: though the lessons gleaned from earlier
scholars very often ring true across generations, at times the book seemed to emphasize
older over more recent research. For instance, the Schaffhausen Stifterbuch from the 14th
century, which Holladay dates as a work from “before about 1200” on the basis of an
article from 1934 (201; 340 n. 7), misses the important critical edition published by Heinz
Gallmann in 1994; this has significant implications for any arguments crediting the
Stifterbuch with direct knowledge of 12th-century events.1 It is likewise unfortunate to
find arguments published by Anne McGee Morganstern in 2000 and Otto Gerhard
Oexle in 1978 described as “recent” (243, 252), even as Patrick Geary’s essential work on
the relics of the Three Kings – which has deep implications for their arrival, early

Heinz Gallmann, ed., Das Stifterbuch des Klosters Allerheiligen zu Schaffhausen: Kritische Neuedition und
sprachliche Einordnung (Berlin and New York: de Gruyter, 1994).
1
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presentation, and reception in Cologne – goes unmentioned.2 Some slips of this kind are
to be expected in any monograph, given the pace at which publications appear; still the
book would have benefited from greater attention to some more recent work.
None of this is to say, however, that the book is unconvincing. To the contrary,
the central thesis that medieval Europeans developed sophisticated responses to the
urgent need to document and display their familial and institutional predecessors
comes across with laudable clarity. Given the enormous number of examples that are
marshaled towards this argument, it was perhaps inevitable that certain case studies are
given somewhat rushed treatment, with overreliance on secondary sources in many
places. A closer look at the primary sources might also have helped broaden the
political changes outlined in the book, which are well-observed throughout, from the
personal agendas of the individuals depicted in the genealogies to the many
stakeholders who supported them. Much is made of the English kings who aspired to
conquer Scotland (114-16, 134-37), but less of the men who did most of the actual
fighting: yet they, too, had legacies in mind. In the case of the aula of Hradčany, known
only from 16th-century descriptions, the author proposes a very early date, thus
associating its program with an “art-loving patron,” Charles IV (87). Any approach in
which a near-total lack of evidence is taken as invitation to substitute wishful thinking

Patrick J. Geary, Living with the Dead in the Middle Ages (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press,
1994), “The Magi and Milan,” pp. 243-56.
2
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is troubling, as are arguments that center agency wholly on the most powerful and bestknown individuals of a given generation. The counterargument is amply documented
elsewhere in the pages of this book: genealogical representations were pervasive in
medieval Europe, used not only by luminaries to anchor their own reputations, but also
by zealous upstarts seeking prestige or respite in the success of their predecessors.
Though the present study lavishes most of its attention on the former group, it also lays
out invaluable evidence towards the latter, and this material will be mined by grateful
researchers for many years to come.
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